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About This Game

Bunny Madness Anarchy is a fast-paced, competitive third person shooter. Build a team based on unique characters in order to
crush your enemies. Face against each other in the intense Natural Selection mode, join forces to defeat waves of feral enemies,
enraged by indoctrination in the Infected Madness Mode, dominate your competition by capturing points in Hostile Takeover,

or bring back enemy supplies to your base in Supply Run. Over stunning environment, unique level design and original
soundtrack you and your friends will immerse yourselves into a war-torn civilization of bipedal animals where the madness has

taken over.

Features:

-Game Modes
-Each game mode includes local and online capabilities.

Infected Madness: Play against waves of Feral enemies. Battle solo or connect with up to 3 friends to help you survive the
madness.

Natural Selection: Up to eight (8) players can enjoy this mode. Team composition is key to crush the opposing team.
Hostile Takeover: Capture three (3) different points around the map and dominate your opponents.

Supply Run: Infiltrate the enemy base to gather supplies and bring them back to your base.

-Characters
-Malice - is quick and a little mad. He eliminates his enemies with dual pistols which he compliments with a sonar pulse, so not

one them may be spared.
-Ramree - his shotgun packs a punch and when combined with his stun grenade it is a deadly pair.

-Magnus -strong and focused he will annihilate you with his machine gun, flash grenade combination.
-Lucky - he will scope you out with his sniper rifle or blow you up with his landmine, there's no hiding from him.
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-Alan - a veteran soldier with enough experience to eliminate any enemy with his assault rifle and grenade.

Each character has a species based combat mechanic. Unique stats based on damage, speed and health recovery, depending on
the which character is chosen.

-Stages
All stages are playable in all game modes:

-The TSB Factory
-Training Station
-Alternate Reality
-Burrow City Hall
-Snow Wasteland

-Sequoia Forest Dam
-Downtown

-Original Soundtrack and SFX
 A fusion of live instruments and digital effects make for a unique and highly engaging soundtrack.

Character and weapon skins unlocked by level progression.
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Title: Bunny Madness Anarchy
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
MeepHead LLC
Publisher:
MeepHead LLC
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8 or 10

Processor: Intel(R) Core(™) i3-4170 CPU @ 3.70GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English
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Everything the positive raters have said! This game is soooo much fun and the experience of flying can entertain you for hours.
Given some of the motion mechanics in the early part of the experience I would have thought a little queasiness would be
expected but had none. Enjoying myself immensely. Brilliant! Thank you dev(s) for the gift of flight!. This game almost made
me fall over. Its superfun if you want a easy fun thrilling ride!. Beware Newbies.

After recently getting into racing games and wanting to try out a bike racing game, I picked up MotoGP 15 Compact after
reading a review from another user. I was excited to try the game and was looking forward to riding a motorbike for the first
time.

That being said, I have to warn you. This game is not for newbies. It is not an entry into racing games by any means. This game's
controls are exceptionally difficult and personally I was not willing to put the effort into learning them.

The graphics are beautiful, sound is on point and everything is top notch but those controls are extremely unforgiving, even with
all the assists turn on. I know some of you may simply think I'm a noob, but that's the whole point. From a newbie's prespective
I would definitely recommend avoiding this one as it is clearly catered to people who have experience with racing games.

I could barely keep my bike on the road and couldn't get out of last place no matter how hard I tried due to the extremely
difficult learning curve. This is not a game for newbies and definitely not for people just starting out with racing games.
Unfrortunately I can't really recommend any other alternatives so if you do want to put in the effort to learning the mechanics
and controls in this game just understand that it will take a very long time to master.. Bomb U is a fun game that is very easy to
master the controls of (trigger to grab and shoot, swing your arm and release to throw). The enemies you face off against in
single mode are challenging and the pitfall you experience when you lose gives you the feeling of actual freefall. It's both
exhilarating and scary.

My nephew and I also played in multiplayer mode. It's definitely more fun if you know the person who is going to drop, but
either way this game is definitely worth a try.

. Matchmaking....................................................................... Still a fun game. I'm replaying this series since last time I played it
around 2010. STILL FUN and enjoyable to see if I can beat it again without remembering tactical decisions to beat it; means it
feels like I'm playing it for the 1st time.
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If I could choose neutral for this review I would. This game is around 21 years old and should firmly fall into the category of
abandonware. More addictive retro games are given free legally by content owners. I bought the game hoping to rekindle
memories of a fantastic game and if I were playing 21 years ago it may well get a 5 star review, with little else like this. The
trouble is, since then, Total War has been made and even the original Rome Total War stacks up 100 times better than this game
(i.e. Rome Total War may give you 100+ hours of fun, but this game 1 before you get bored with how basic it is). I thoroughly
enjoy retro gaming but have come to realize retro gaming serves a purpose when there is no other game like it, it is a unique
proposition. So I can still play Railroad Tycoon for 100's of hours, or Capitalism Plus, no other business games have been made
so well in so much detail. Well made classics like the original Civilization still provide a challenge, as does Rome Total War
which in my opinion is better than the latter Total Wars. Bullfrog's Theme Park is still unique enough to offer something
different to the Rollercoaster Tycoon series. Sadly though, this game shows its age, the user interface feels dire compared to
more modern games, the skirmishes are crazy, the gameplay fairly simple and not complex enough to satisy modern strategy
gamers - more modern games offer more depth in gameplay, better graphics, UI and AI and satisfy the same urge. But, if it
wasn't for this game, we might not have had the same modern games that developed, or Stronghold (by the same developers), so
this was very much a fore-runner of its generation. Unless you really want to give it a go or absolutely love this game, I would
avoid this in favour of more modern games.

My rating (as of 2017) 5/10 : 50%. I give it a "Yes" because of its historical importance to modern wargaming and strategy..
dont do it!!! save your money!!! its only singleplayer. Its a trap!!!. This game is phenominal. It is easy to pick up and easy to
play. The sound is great. This is one of those very iconic games. I see a lot of people that are complaining about the graphics,
not sure what they are complaining about, this is a board game and most of the focus is on the gameplay. This game is fun when
you are playing by yourself or even with a friend! I highly recommend this game for anyone looking fora board game that is out
of the ordinary, but easy to pick up!. i got a free key for this game
it's a good game to play with a friend. It's short and pretty easy, but also fun. Sneak around caves and blow stuff up and avoid
dudes with guns.. HOLY\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

2 Camera rooms!!!

Has science gone too far?

Uninstalling now!!! Too damn hardcore for me...

EDIT 4: Made a video about it, for those who want to do Dockyard Heist on DW.

Hope you guys like it.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=0rX3YErpf-E

EDIT: Now that I completed the Dockyard Heist on DW Stealth, I can give you my review on it.

The heist WILL test your skills in how do you do the objectives stealthily, this heist might make Shadow Raid a kindergarten.

Inside the Dockyard there will be 18 guard, plus a crapload of civilians that needs to be controlled or dodged altogheter, if not
dodged... You might get detected, the good news? You have a second chance or more since they are civvies... The bad news?
That scaredy civvie might cause a chain reaction between civvies and guards, allowing the entire crew to fail the contract or
waste your pagers as fast as you can say... "Shitballs, my bad..."

Please... PLEASE, for the love of God... If you are reading this... PLEASE... Don't go on Deathwish expecting somebody to
carry you for the achievement or the gold given at the end... The reward is HUGE for collecting the parts only... At least 7 or 8
millions offshore, 1.5 millions normal cash, and the experience given is almost a million... But it's not worth it if you have (with
all due respect) DUMBASSES that get detected for simple things... I've seen this happening... a lot... and it's a waste of
everybody's time if you \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it up...

Please familiarize yourself with the map going on Normal or Hard, so you know what you have to do. Not going to lie, it's pretty
hard and I liked the challenge of the map a lot... But please try to practice solo. That's my recommendation.
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Thank you.

EDIT 2: Just got my achievement doing Forest on Death Wish, I can give my review about it too.

The map will be a dream come true for those who want a really big map, where you can be a sniper, shooting to your enemies
from afar, it's big enough that one or two gameplays will be needed to understand what you are doing, depending on which
escape you want.

There's a slight problem with the map, though... (And maybe some people are more affected than others...)

When I first played the map, I was like... "Oh! Nice! You have to climb a big hill to get there!", but when you look down, some
people who might not like heights or have a phobia to it, or something similar to it, will get dizzy, headaches and retching... For
me, I got accustomed after the second gameplay, the map was more enjoyable... but for others, their problem remains... Not
allowing them to play it at all...

The map can be considered a short "Hoxton Breakout", due to the reward in Overkill being very similar to the former, almost 5
millions of offshore money and a million normal cash (Might need to edit this in a bit, I forgot how much was it actually...) and
the exp given was almost a million... For a person owning this DLC, this map might become one of your favorites to grind, until
you get the experience penalty.

The music? I really love the music Overkill releases with each heist, I really love the "Cover Blown" build up until Assault, and
obviously, the "Assault Wave" music.

The map difficulty? I can pretty much say it's easier to do in Death Wish than any Transport variant... Why, you might ask?
Simple... The map is so big that cops might take an eternity to cover entire terrains after they have cleared those areas from
enemies... A bulldozer will be very lucky to reach you if you get to a defensive spot... (There are some spots to properly defend
on Death Wish... not gonna say anything... it's a secret... shhh!)

Exploiting the map against the cops, you can stay in a fading assault wave for far longer, as they start backing away from you...
My longest stay in an assault wave like that was for like 3 or 4 minutes... enough for the water to fill the train, place the C4 to
blow up the train and get the bomb parts in a bag... (The train inside is an excellent defensive spot... they can't get inside... ;) )

As I said before... Please familiarize with the map objectives before attempting harder difficulties... You'll save yourself from
yelling and rages from other players...

Thank you.. E.Wolf's Downloadable Content

I recommend this DLC. It is free so there is not really a reason to skip it. It adds a few nice customization options and I
especially like the scope reticle.
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